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Commissioners,

As you are probably aware the Columbia river main stem commercial gillnet fishery was
closed well below their allocation was reached last week due to impacts to the endangered B-
run Steelhead. According to fact sheet #5 the gillnet fishery handled and released 226 total
Steelhead during their season, of which 8 where the B run, from that the department closed the
fishery with 2.8 - 4.8 estimated B moralities. 

Yesterday while listening to the COMPAC meeting and looking at fact sheet #6 I see the
native fishery above the dam has caught and kept 10,457 Steelhead of which 648 were the
ESA listed B-run. 

I asked during the COMPAC meeting if someone could please explain to me the disparity in
these numbers, how one fishery is shut down due to ESA impact on these magnificent fish,
while the other appears to being allowed to continue fishing the entire season? The answer I
got was one sentence pretty much saying that is just the way it is.

It also appears the department is using flawed data for the sport fishery allowing them to enjoy
a full season and then some. It seems they are operating on the belief that the sport fishery just
doesn't catch Steelhead. I wrote them explaining my (60years) experience on the river, that
there are certain beaches on the river where Steelhead are targeted. County Line Park, Willow
Grove, Woodland Bar, Bachelor Bar just to name a few. There are small campsites all along
the river below the dam that are all Steelhead hot spots. Then there are the anchor boats that
fish in shallow water that will also target these fish. I personally have caught Steelhead while
trolling hearing for Spring Salmon, I've caught Steelhead at Buoy 10 trolling herring, I've
caught Steelhead while trolling for Salmon out at the CR Buoy. I also own a commercial
troller where I have caught and released Steelhead while trolling off shore.
SPORTFISHEMAN CATCH AND KILL STEELHEAD.  I don't believe creel samples taken
at the dock gives the department accurate data on Steelhead impacts during the sport fishery

This B-run Steelhead is a magnificent fish  that is home to the Columbia river, it deserves
protection. Hanging up the phone yesterday after the COMPAC meeting I was amazed at how
the department is handling this issue. One fishery shut down to protect these fish while two
more are operating unabated.

These Commercial fisherman have been asked to make many adjustments to try and make the
Kitzhaber plan work, with the SAFE area returns well behind expectations not sure what is
next.

If the sport fishery isn't going to reach it's impacts or the native fishey isn't going to reach it's
impacts it would seem to me a few Steelhead impacts could be shifted around to allow the
Commercial fishery to continue. The commercial fishery has been asked to give and give I
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would think the Departments would have attempted to solve this issue.

Sincerely,
Jim Coleman
503-523-6722


